Canadian Students Reject Plan For Soviet Exchange

BY SHELTON DICK

The 16th annual conference of the National Federation of Canadian Universities, which met last week in Montreal, did not hold to a proposed Russian student exchange tour, in spite of the fact that a majority of the delegates were pledged to the plan when they arrived at the conference. The proposal was defeated when three universities threatened to withdraw from NFCU if it approved the exchange plan.

The conference was previously informed by telegram that the "exchange of student delegation between different countries on a reciprocal basis" was approved by the Executive Committee of the National Federation of Canadian Universities. The defeat of the plan started, however, when one university wanted that it might withdraw if it was approved. Two other colleges followed suit and other universities opposed the exchange because it threatened the partial disunion of NFCU.

A previous poll of the delegates indicated that only four of the twenty schools represented opposed "the principles of the visit." One delegate defended the tactics of the dissenting groups of students.

The purpose of the survey is to "study the exchange at the present by each activity, and that space each activity would like to have.
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